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EMPATHY 7-11

The whole class

30’ game and  
30’ discussion

EXPRESS AN EMOTION

• Learn to “think with your heart”
• Make students experience empathy, which means enhance their ability to perceive the motiva-
tions, thoughts and feelings of another person. 

We never know for sure what the other person feels. 
What we can do is try to fi gure out by “walking in someone else’s shoes”.

If kids experience empathy, they are more likely to demonstrate it. 
“In an empathetic relationship, our openness to the other is never a symbiotic fusion or a loss of 
borders between oneself and the other; rather, it is a mutual listening that safeguards the other-
ness of the other and his/her unrepeatable uniqueness.” (Nel Noddings, 1984)



Make all children stand in a circle. One child begins to make a “feeling face”. For example, he or 
she makes a happy face. Then he/she turns this happy face towards the child next to him/her. 

This child must now show the same facial expression and pass it on to the next child. If the facial 
expression has been passed on from child to child, the last child in the group determines what 
feeling it should be. 
Did he/she - and everyone else - correctly recognize the feeling? In the next round, another child 
begins to make a “feeling face” and send it “on its journey”. 
The children can also pass on their feelings with their whole body not only through facial 
expressions and can also a use gestures.

 DISCUSSION RULES

Let the other talk and listen carefully

Look at your fellows while talking

USEFUL QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

How was the game?

Are all emotions important and helpful at times?

Can we have more than one feeling at the same time?

Can sadness make you connect with other people?

Can feelings about past events change over time?

Can we be happy all the time?

Can emotions look little different for each person?

Can you recognize other people’s feelings? How? 

Can you easily recognize your own feelings?

Do you show them all? To whom? - How do you express them?

Do you hide your feelings? Which one? Why?

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY

Watch the movie “Inside out” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside_Out_(2015_fi lm)

Make all children stand in a circle. One child begins to make a "feeling face". For example, he or she makes a 
happy face. Then he/she turns this happy face towards the child next to him/her. 

This child must now show the same facial expression and pass it on to the next child. If the facial expression 
has been passed on from child to child, the last child in the group determines what feeling it should be. 
Did he/she - and everyone else - correctly recognize the feeling? In the next round, another child begins to make 
a "feeling face" and send it “on its journey”. 
The children can also pass on their feelings with their whole body not only through facial expressions and can 
also a use gestures.
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